ee The Seine, stagnant and black, is nothing more than a lake of filth. There is no watering. There is scarcely any sweeping. The basements exhale nameless perfumes, and the main sewerage is working so badly that this ingenious system, overstrained and out of order, puts a premium upon general infection, epidemics, and - must we say so, profoundly feared though its name may be ? - cholera. . . .**
Yes, must one say so ? For some weeks cholera had been raging in Saint Petersburg. The papers had just published news which tried to be reassuring : the number of fresh cases had fallen to 141, that of deaths to 72. It was claimed that the frontiers were closely guarded. But what could the customs officers do against microbes ? This figure, modest though it was, of deaths in Saint Petersburg made up, together with the odours of the Paris sewers, an unpleasant mixture.
Besides, attention had been called to a mysterious epidemic at Rabat, much nearer : plague, or yellow fever. Undoubtedly Morocco was giving us trouble. Some soldier on leave would go and bring back the plague, and it would lose no time in acclimatising itself here, thanks to this truly Moroccan October - unless they countermanded all leave, in Morocco and elsewhere. That business of the German deserters at Casablanca had taken a nasty turn, three days ago.
And here they were telling us this morning that Bulgaria had proclaimed her independence, yesterday, October 5th. And Austria was talking about annexing Bosnia-Herzegovina. "A historic day," so the newspaper headlines said. So yesterday, October 5th, we lived through a historic day — on the edge of it, to be sure. This time we were really on the brink of History. Our ill luck was bound to have it, sooner or later, that we should be shoved into the middle of it. But, as a matter of fact, wasn't Bulgaria independent already ? What was it they taught us at school ? — those far-o^F memories.

